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source)1 the fact remains that French society was, in the
broad view, the most refined in Europe in the eighteenth
century, and its example did much to raise the standard else-
where. Joseph Addison wrote, in the early part of the century,
" I do not doubt but England is at present as polite a nation
as any in the world."2 But most people would give the palm
for manners to the French.
In the Louvre there is a picture by Ollivier, Le The a
VAnglaise chess la Princesse de Conti, 1766. It depicts a lofty
panelled drawing-room, with windows reaching from ceiling
to floor, a painted portrait at the head of two of the panels,
some beautiful, simple baroque ornamentation; little furniture,
but ample, carpeted floor space; two small dogs. The ladies
and gentlemen are seated at two tables, the ladies in full-
bodied flowing silk dresses, the men in blue or red brocaded
coats down to the knees, white silk stockings, buckled shoes.
A few of the men are standing in conversation. One is playing
the guitar to the accompaniment of another, who is sitting at
the clavier-piano; another is following the music on the score,
his 'cello resting unused on the floor beside him. The younger
ladies are handing round plates of cakes. The princess is
pouring out tea at one table. At another table are cold meats,
and a domestic is offering a guest a glass of wine from a flagon;
there is no smoking.3
Some salons are said to have been merely frivolous, given
up to gossip. Others, like Madame Geoffrin's, in the Rue
Saint-Honore, were either artistic or literary: Mondays artistic,
Wednesdays literary, On Mondays Boucher, Vernet, La Tour,
Bouchardon, might be found there; on Wednesdays Fonten-
elle, Marivaux, d'Alembert, Voltaire, Montesquieu, Marmontel.
If politics or religion were broached Madame de Geoffrin
would calmly interrupt with, " Voila qw est bien" and divert
the conversation to her chosen channel. Madame de Geoffirin
1 See Boswell's Johnson, edition of Croker (1816), sub anno 1775, and
note i, p. 467.
 *	Spectator, March 10,1711.
 *	Hie picture is reproduced in B^dier et Hazard, Histoire de la Utteratttre
franfaise, illustrte, vol. ii, p. 92.

